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Originally introduced in the model year, it has remained in near continuous production for more
than two decades, making it the fourth oldest nameplate that is currently sold in the Ford lineup.
It was a front-wheel drive mid-size car during its first production run, and it is now a full-size car
available in front- or all-wheel drive. The original Taurus was a milestone design for Ford and
the entire American automotive industry, as well as a very influential vehicle that brought many
new features and innovations to the marketplace. Between and , the Taurus was the best-selling
car in the United States , [7] eventually losing the title to the Toyota Camry in [8]. In the late s
and early s, sales of the Taurus declined as it lost market share to Japanese midsize sedans,
and as Ford shifted resources towards developing SUVs. It was discontinued in , with
production initially ending on October 27 , and being the last model year. However, Ford revived
the Taurus name a few months later by renaming two new models that were intended to be
facelifted versions of the Ford Five Hundred and Ford Freestyle "Taurus" and "Taurus X",
respectively. The all-new Taurus will become available July The first-generation Taurus was
launched in as a model to strong fanfare and sales, replacing the slow-selling LTD LX. Upon the
Taurus' debut, Ford was producing a range of rear-wheel drive cars, as Chrysler and General
Motors offered more front-wheel drive vehicles. With the introduction of the Tempo , Ford had
started its own transition to front-wheel drive. The Taurus displayed a rounder shape than its
contemporaries, often likened to a ' jelly bean ' or 'flying potato', [12] inspired by the design of
the Audi and Ford's own Tempo. Along with the exterior of the Taurus, its interior was ahead of
its time, and many features originating from it are still used in most cars today. The interior was
designed to be extremely user friendly, with all of its controls designed to be recognizable by
touch, allowing drivers to operate them without taking their eyes off the road. To further
enhance this "user friendliness", the dashboard was designed to have all of the controls in the
central area, within reach of the driver. The left side of the dash also curved slightly around the
driver, to make controls easily accessible as well as creating a "cockpit" feel. However, it wasn't
curved enough to prevent the passenger from easily identifying and using the vehicle's main
controls as well. The interior of the Taurus was highly customizable to fit buyers' needs, having
a large number of options as well as being available in three different configurations. This
meant that the interior of the Taurus could be spartan or luxurious, depending on the buyer's
choice of options. On models with an automatic transmission , the Taurus' interior was
available in three different seating configurations. The most basic model, the L see below ,
came standard with just an AM radio and a front cloth bench seat, while the LX, the highest
model, came with a large amount of standard equipment. The Taurus was received very well by
both the public and the press. It went on to win many awards, most notably being named Motor
Trend's Car of the Year for , [14] as well as being named on Car and Driver 's Ten Best List for
Over , Tauruses were sold for the model year, [2] and in , the millionth Taurus was sold. Taurus
offered a 2. It was exclusive to the sedan body and was not available on any Mercury Sable
version. The Taurus MT5 can be identified by badging on the trim near the front doors. This car
was used in the cyberpunk film RoboCop directed by Paul Verhoeven. The Taurus received its
first cosmetic update in The exterior of this generation got completely redesigned from the
previous one. Its length was increased by a few inches, and was a couple of hundred pounds
heavier than the previous generation. However, many of the redesigned components closely
resembled that of the previous generation, leading many to falsely believe that this generation
is just a face-lift of the previous generation. The interior was also completely redesigned for The
Taurus received a new dashboard that, like the previous generation, was designed to be user
friendly. Like the previous generation, it had all of the vehicle's main controls located near the
left side of the dash, to be within the easy reach of the driver. As in the previous generation, all
of the controls were designed to be recognizable by touch, and to be operated by drivers
without taking their eyes off the road. The new dash also contained three buttons by the gauge
cluster that allowed drivers to operate the radio without taking their eyes off the road. The radio
was also redesigned, while the rest of the lower dash was carried over from the previous
generation, as was the steering wheel. It was optional in , and became standard in , making the
Taurus the first car of its kind to have standard dual front airbags. This generation sold just as
well as the First-generation, and became the bestselling car in the United States , a title it would
retain for as long as this generation was sold. The model year saw the first complete redesign of
the Taurus. It used a controversial new shape that chief designer Jack Telnack claimed was
penned to make the Taurus stand out to sedan buyers, and compared the current Taurus to the
likeness of a pair of slippers. Station wagons also got new sheet metal, although from the
firewall back, the Taurus and Mercury Sable wagons again shared the same panels, with all
station wagon doors being the same as those used on the Sable sedans. As the new-generation
Taurus was aimed at a more mature, affluent customer base, [17] its exterior contained many
upscale styling touches. For example, the LX came with chrome alloy wheels, chrome dual

exhaust tips, and the "Taurus" badge on the back was written in script, as opposed to the block
letters used in previous generations. The interior was also completely redesigned for the model
year. Like that of the previous two generations, the interior was designed to be user friendly.
The controls for the radio and climate control were combined into an oval shaped "Integrated
Control Panel" mounted in the center of the dash, which was created in response to many
complaints from Taurus owners that they couldn't easily operate the main controls of the radios
and climate control systems without taking their eyes off the road. Reaction to this new
generation of Taurus was mixed. This model was particularly engineered for both left- and
right-hand-drive market, namely Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, and Japan. Extensive
changes were made to tailor those markets. The front fenders are extended out bit further for
Japanese requirement. The separate turn signal and side lamps are fitted to the bumpers. The
headlamps are taken from Mercury Sable. Unfortunately, the limited engine choice and bizarre
styling doomed its premiere. Ford Australia ceased importing and marketing Taurus after six
months of sale. The Taurus received another redesign for , which replaced many of the oval
derived design elements of the previous model. To reduce the price and keep it competitive,
Ford did cost cutting on the car in , such as giving the Taurus sedan rear drum brakes on ABS
equipped vehicles previously, upgrading to ABS included the addition of rear disc brakes ,
eliminating the dual exhaust on the higher end models, and trimming many other small features.
When the third generation Taurus debuted, it was hurt by criticism of its design, which was
formed from oval derived design elements. The design was very controversial, and it strongly
limited the appeal of the car. As a result, for the fourth generation Taurus, Ford designed it with
much more conservative styling in hopes of increasing the car's appeal. Instead of sloping
back, this car's trunk stood upright in a more traditional shape, which increased trunk space by
another two cubic feet. The interior was also completely redesigned with a more conservative
shape, although some features from the previous cars were carried over. The dashboard was
redesigned with a more conservative design that went straight across the front, as opposed to
curving around the driver like in the previous generation. The "Integrated Control Panel" was
carried over yet redesigned, although it was made in a bigger, square shape, and placed in the
center of the dash instead of being angled toward the driver. The Flip-Fold center console was
also carried over from the previous generation, although it was revamped as well. When folded
out, it now rested against the floor instead of the dashboard, and had revamped cupholders and
storage areas. Taurus sales had slumped significantly in the years prior to its demise, losing
significant market share to Japanese sedans. Production of the Taurus wagon was
discontinued on December 8, ; [23] sedan retail sales halted after a short model year, and the
Taurus became sold exclusively to fleets in the United States , while still being sold to retail
customers in Canada. Production ended on October 27 , , as Ford idled the Atlanta plant, as part
its The Way Forward restructuring plan. The last mid-size Ford Taurus rolled off the assembly
line around am, [25] destined for delivery to S. Truett Cathy , owner of Chick-fil-A. Cathy's
original restaurant was located across from the Ford Atlanta plant. There was no official event
or function of any kind to mark the end of production. The discontinuation of the Taurus was
controversial. While many believed that the Taurus was discontinued because it could no longer
compete in the growing sedan market, [28] others believed that if Ford wanted to save the car,
they could have easily done so. In an October 25 , USA Today editorial, "How Ford starved its
Taurus" it was noted that the Japanese stick with their winners and make them better such as
the Toyota Corolla , which has been in continuous production since the s , [32] while Detroit
automakers retires cars or entire division nameplates in search of "the next big thing". These
were fueled by the fact that he said in an interview with the Associated Press that he was baffled
to find out that the Taurus had been discontinued when taking position as CEO at Ford, as well
as stating that he believed that discontinuing the Taurus was a mistake, and that the Five
Hundred should have been named "Taurus" from the beginning. The Fifth generation Taurus
was born out of the Ford Five Hundred , which was scheduled for a significant styling facelift
update and power upgrade for the model year. Ford decided to redesignate that model the
Taurus because of customer recognition and dealer demand. It was determined that Ford's
strategy to redesignate new cars in the lineup with new names beginning with the letter F , as in
Ford Focus , Ford Fusion , and Ford Freestyle , was not a good marketing move, as some of the
renamed cars had highly recognizable iconic names. The new F names were not as well known
to be associated with Ford in the US, and consumers were confused by the name changes. A
leaked photo has circulated on the internet of a prototype purported to be the Ford Taurus.
According to freep. Both vehicles are expected to cease production in Spring at the Ford
Chicago Assembly Plant, with the Taurus coming into production in July. Between and , the
Taurus was the best-selling car in the United States , [7] eventually losing the title to the Toyota
Camry in [8] In the late s and early s, sales of the Taurus declined as it lost market share to
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the best selling car in America. Five Hundred. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Luxury car.
Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Introduced in December as a model, Ford has sold nearly 7 million
Tauruses during its 21 years of production. The Taurus also had a Mercury sibling called the
Sable. Most Tauruses were built in either Chicago, Illinois until April 23, , at which time the plant
was retooled to build the Five Hundred , or in Atlanta, Georgia. This model was a bold new step
in American automobile design. For the first time in many decades, an American manufacturer
was building a world class car, inspired by successful European designs, which were making
huge inroads in the American premium sedan market. The car was given a major facelift in and
a major redesign in , followed by two design updates in and Between and , the Taurus was the
best-selling car in the United States, losing the title in During that period, the Ford F remained
the country's best-selling vehicle, leading sales along with several other vehicles not classified
as "cars":. Ford discontinued the Taurus after the model year, along with the Fusion, Fiesta, and
Focus sedans, due to the current growing sales of trucks and SUVs and declining sales of
sedans as a result of low fuel prices. See Autopedia's comprehensive Ford Taurus Review.
Certain vehicles come in different trim levels or body styles. Features and major options should
be mentioned here. As seen on the FuelEconomy. Specifications, details, graphs, pictures and
other information regarding the powertrain is placed in this section. Please make sure to write
information of the vehicle's performance in a third-person point of view. This section should
include information about the car's acceleration figures , handling , braking , etc. If using
information gathered from Road Test articles from a reputable automotive source, then please
make sure to cite the quote. If there are hybrid versions of this vehicle manufactured, then
please elaborate a little bit on it here. If there are any features of this vehicle that sets it apart
from other vehicles in its class, then mention those unique attributes here. This section should
include information on the interior's design , build quality , ergonomics , space head and
legroom, front and rear , features , stowage compartments and overall comfortability and
livability. Add pictures wherever applicable and keep information in a third-person point of view.
Please make sure to keep critiques in a third-person point of view. If using criticisms from a
reputable automotive source, then please make sure to cite the quote. The vehicle ceased
production On October 27th , after a short run of models. Replacing the aging Ford Crown
Victoria in as the preferred conveyance of America's Police force, the Taurus Interceptor will
feature 3. The Ford Five Hundred sedan, as produced for the model year, was scheduled for a
significant styling facelift update and power upgrade for the model year. That vehicle is being
redesignated as the new Taurus. Ford's new CEO Alan Mulally determined that Ford's strategy
to redesignate new cars in the lineup with new names beginning with the letter F , as in Ford
Focus , Ford Fusion , and Ford Freestyle , was not a good marketing move, as some of the
renamed cars had highly recognizeable iconic names. The new F names were not as well known
to be associated with Ford in the US, and consumers were confused by the name changes Five
Hundred to be renamed "Taurus". Mulally believed that the Taurus had an immediately strong
brand equity, and that it would take years for consumers to have a similar recognition of the
Five Hundred Officals say Ford to revive Taurus name. Changes to the new Taurus from the
existing Five Hundred include a newly styled front end, with the signature 3-bar chrome grille
from the Fusion, and the addition of the hp 3. The Five Hundred's continuously variable
transmission, which was power-limited to a maximum of about hp, is also replaced with a more

conventional six-speed automatic. Ford slaps a once-successful nameplate on its refreshed and
reinvigorated Five Hundred. The similarly facelifted Freestyle will be renamed the Ford Taurus
X. Ford strengthens crossover leadership with introduction of new Taurus X. The Taurus
received another redesign in which minimized some of the oval design elements from the
model. The redesign also featured a taller roof over the rear-passenger space to increase
passenger headroom sacrificed by the tapered design. The taller and roomier trunk also served
to make the vehicle more functional. The interior was completely swapped out for a much more
conservative design. Certain elements of the interior were retained from the model, such as the
integrated control console which combined the sound system and climate controls into one
panel. The suspension was also softened to appeal to a broader, non-sporting audience. To
reduce the price and increase profitability, many features such as such as four-wheel disc
brakes were eliminated. The Taurus SHO was dropped. The introduction of the Chevrolet Impala
which would compete with the Taurus in would eat into some Taurus sales this time. Side
airbags and traction control were added as options on all models. For , the Taurus received
minor cosmetic changes to the front and rear fascias, including an eggcrate grille. Inside were a
new instrument cluster and steering wheel. The Taurus was discontinued on October 27th The
model year saw the first complete redesign for the Taurus. Ford hoped the radical redesign
would lead to the same success it had had with the Taurus. The controversial oval theme was
not well received by the press and the public, and is ultimately blamed as the reason the Taurus
lost its bestseller status to the Toyota Camry in Another factor that was to blame for the sales
decline of the Taurus was the substantial price increase from the previous model. The Taurus
attempted to move upscale, and the result was a car with more standard and optional features.
The SHO continued with a new 3. The Taurus was a flexible-fuel vehicle for , and earned LEV
status in California, but sales were faltering. In an effort to reverse the sagging sales of the
Taurus, Ford tried to increase its appeal by making some cosmetic changes for the and model
years. These changes included redesigning the grille openings in the front, changing the design
from two oval openings to a more SHO-like full width opening for the air dam minus the bar
running through the center , and moving the Ford logo down into an enlarged opening between
the lights mounted onto a Jaguar -esque "motif bar". These years also had more attractive
headlight lenses, featuring completely clear lenses and a multi-reflector surface in the rear of
the housing around the bulb; these were known as the "disco ball" headlights. The rear turn
signal lenses were changed from amber to red to match the rest of the lightbar assembly,
presumably to present a more "sleek" appearance. Ford also eliminated the two downmarket
trim levels, G and GL , and reinstated the upscale SE model from , which featured a harder
suspension and four-wheel disc brakes. This same year, the front buckets, reintroduced with
the SE , became optional on the LX. The V8 in the SHO model produced from to , was very
impressive, but increased curb weight and the lack of a manual transmission option meant the
new SHO lacked the acceleration of the previous generation. These engines were assembled by
Yamaha in Japan but more parts were made by Ford than in the earlier Yamaha-built V6.
Separation of the camshaft from its sprocket components shared with at least one other Ford
engine with significantly lower output has been implicated in a growing number of catastrophic
failures of this engine around the 50, mile 80, km mark. The standard warranty on this model
was 36, miles 58, km. The Taurus received its first cosmetic update in , which modernized the
interior and the front and rear fascias. With the older Taurus facing slumping sales, this new
model brought sales back up again with , units sold during While the design was basically the
same, every body panel except for the roof was changed. This also gave the Taurus what Ford
called a "smarter appointed interior", which offered such luxuries as automatic climate control
an option for the LX and, later, SE; standard on SHO models , and a center console was made
available for people who didn't want the Taurus' front bench seat. The Taurus was the
best-selling car in the United States for every year of this cosmetic update. The four-cylinder
engine was eliminated, and the SHO got an automatic transmission as an option. A
passenger-side air bag was standard for The last year of this updated first-generation Taurus
was A sportier SE model was added. It featured alloy wheels and the designers dumped the
front bench in favor of bucket seats separated by a console. The other models gained standard
air conditioning and rear window defroster. The SHO model continued with the same powertrain
as beforeâ€”the 5-speed manual transmission remained unique in the Taurus lineup. The lack of
an automatic transmission had hurt salesâ€”a situation Ford rectified in In , Ford did a minor
redesign of the SHO interior, updating the center console. Other changes for included a trunk
lid spoiler with integrated brake light. The updated Taurus earned a seventh spot for the car on
Car and Driver magazine's annual Ten Best list for The Ford Taurus was a very important and
successful mid-size sedan that introduced a radical new design philosophy to the United States.
Replacing the Ford LTD , the front wheel drive Taurus introduced a much rounder and more

organic design. Often described as "jelly bean" shaped, the design proved successful and
helped to launch Ford into a new era of prosperity. The Taurus ultimately led to a US automobile
design revolution that saw the end of the "boxy" cars of the s and s. The Taurus and Sable
siblings used flush aerodynamic halogen headlights. Ford was the first to produce and sell
vehicles with such headlights in the U. The LX was loaded with air conditioning , power
windows, seats, and door locks, a cassette stereo, and cruise control , though these features
were also available as options on the other cars. Ford's 3. However, the 3. Some attribute this to
reduced under-hood cooling. The 2. The 3. LX-package cars also got standard anti-lock brakes
that year. The SHO, however, wasn't the sales success for which Ford had hoped. It had little
exterior differentiation from other Taurus models, displaying understated ground effects and
plain colors. A "special edition of the SHO was offered in that had some different styling cues
from the "normal" SHO, such as a plastic hood with a "power bulge" in the middle area, painted
wheels only silver or white, and only white on a white car , and other cosmetic details such as
badges set just behind the front wheels and a subtle plastic spoiler on the trunk. It was also on
Car and Driver magazine's annual Ten Best list each year it was produced, from through The
â€” model was exported outside North America to Japan, Australia, and New Zealand, in right
hand drive , but this proved unsuccessful. In these right hand drive markets, the Taurus wore a
Mercury Sable grille, a unique front bumper cover with inset parking and turn signal lamps, and
a Taurus-style rear, due to those countries' regulations regarding automotive lighting.
Australians and New Zealanders tended to stay away from the cars due to their high price; a
well equipped, larger-engined rear wheel drive Ford Fairmont cost around the same amount.
While Japan got the station wagon, Australian buyers could only opt for a high-spec sedan with
the Taurus Ghia badge. Tauruses appear in many TV shows and movies, often as middle-class
family cars, rental cars, municipal fleet cars, etc. Some sample appearances are:. Ford Motor
Company. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. During that
period, the Ford F remained the country's best-selling vehicle, leading sales along with several
other vehicles not classified as "cars": Ford discontinued the Taurus after the model year, along
with the Fusion, Fiesta, and Focus sedans, due to the current growing sales of trucks and SUVs
and declining sales of sedans as a result of low fuel prices. This article is a stub. You can help
Autopedia by expanding it. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Jack Telnack J Mays. Corporate website. A brand of the Ford Motor
Company. Ford cars made for the European market. Edit this template. This page uses some
content from Wikipedia. The original article was at Ford Taurus. The list of authors can be seen
in the page history. De Ford Taurus werd binnen korte tijd een zeer populair model. Dit model
werd ook verkocht als de Mercury Sable. De tweede generatie Ford Taurus was bijna een
volledig nieuw ontwerp. Net als de eerste generatie werd de tweede generatie een groot
commercieel succes. De derde generatie Ford Taurus was een volledig nieuw ontwerp. De derde
generatie was geen verkoopsucces: een groot aandeel van de verkopen ging naar de grote
autoverhuurmaatschappijen. De vierde generatie Ford Taurus was vrijwel een volledig nieuw
ontwerp. De verkoopcijfers van de vierde generatie liepen snel terug na Ford besloot daarom
om de middengrote Ford Taurus uit productie te nemen. Dit model werd de vijfde generatie Ford
Taurus. Nadat Ford in had besloten de Ford Crown Victoria niet langer aan het publiek te
verkopen, werd de Ford Taurus het sedan vlaggenschip van Ford. De verkoopaantallen van de
vijfde generatie waren maar een fractie van de aantallen van de vorige generaties Ford Taurus.
Deze generatie werd ook verkocht in een luxere uitvoering als de Lincoln MKS. De zesde
generatie Ford Taurus is een doorontwikkeling van de vijfde generatie. De verkoopaantallen van
de zesde generatie zijn maar een fractie van de aantallen van de vorige generaties Ford Taurus.
Deze generatie wordt ook verkocht in een luxere uitvoering als de Lincoln MKS. Deze generatie
was met voorwielaandrijving en vierwielaandrijving verkrijgbaar. De zevende generatie Ford
Taurus was een doorontwikkeling van de zesde generatie. Van deze generatie werd naast een
zescilindermotor ook een viercilindermotor verkocht. Deze generatie werd als
voorwielaandrijving en vierwielaandrijving verkocht. In wordt een vernieuwd model uitgebracht.
Uit Wikipedia, de vrije encyclopedie. Niet te verwarren met Ford Taunus. Categorie : Auto van
Ford. Naamruimten Artikel Overleg. Weergaven Lezen Bewerken Brontekst bewerken
Geschiedenis. Gebruikersportaal Snelcursus Hulp en contact Donaties. Links naar deze pagina
Verwante wijzigingen Bestand uploaden Speciale pagina's Permanente koppeling
Paginagegevens Deze pagina citeren Wikidata-item. Wikimedia Commons. Ford Taurus.
Chrysler Toyota Avalon. Atlanta Assembly Chicago Assembly Huidige modellen auto's:. The
first-generation Ford Taurus is an automobile that was produced by the Ford Motor Company as
the first of six generations of the Ford Taurus. Introduced in December as a model, [1] the
front-wheel drive Taurus was a very influential design that is credited with saving Ford from
bankruptcy , [1] bringing many innovations to the marketplace [1] and starting the trend towards

aerodynamic design for the American automakers. Development for the first-generation Taurus
started in the early s to replace the Ford LTD , [1] at the cost of billions of dollars , with a team
led by vice president in charge of car development Lewis Veraldi dubbed "Team Taurus". The
Taurus' development employed a strategy of teamwork and customer communication that
would prove very influential for the automotive industry, [1] as it consolidated all of Ford's
designers, engineers, and marketing staff into a group who worked on the car collectively. After
its release, the Taurus became a strong seller, as over , would be sold in the model year, [1] and
over a million were sold by This generation of Taurus continued with only minor changes until it
was replaced in by the second-generation Ford Taurus. When production ended in , more than
2,, First-generation Tauruses had been sold. When Ford set out to develop the Taurus, they
employed a strategy of teamwork that would prove revolutionary in the car development
process. As a result, the interiors and exteriors of many American cars seemed "mismatched".
The Taurus went through many revisions throughout its development. Original prototypes
contained a full glass roof similar to that of the Subaru SVX , though it was deemed "too
radical" and abandoned. Ford premiered the Taurus in a resounding way. In mid, Ford gathered
executives and the press for the unveiling of the Taurus and Mercury Sable. The outlines of the
cars glowed green through the curtain; as the curtain flew up, strobe lights flashed, highlighting
the cars. Many industry journalists, as well as executives at Ford and Chrysler , believed the
Taurus was going to be a failure. After being unveiled in , the Taurus quickly became one of the
most anticipated new cars of It was also received very well by the public, as over , Tauruses
were sold for the model year. The film, which takes place in the year in Detroit , uses the Taurus
extensively as the city's police cars, with a Taurus LX dressed up as a police car being used
extensively by the titular character. The film would turn out to be a large box office success, and
helped to give the car publicity. In , the millionth Taurus was sold [1] after three years in
production. Although it was initially released 25 years ago, the Taurus continues to receive
positive press to this day. The exterior of the Taurus used an aerodynamic design, often likened
to a ' jelly bean ' or 'flying potato', [11] inspired by the design of the Audi and Ford's own
Tempo. The Taurus is credited with bringing many new design features into the mainstream
marketplace. Originally, the U. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA required
that all cars sold in the United States use standardized round or rectangular sealed beam
headlights, and Ford had to convince them to change the rule to allow the headlights be any
shape, as long as they met federal lighting standards. The wheels were also pushed out to the
ends of the frame, and were flush with the fender, instead of being recessed into the fender.
This not only improved the car's aerodynamics, it improved handling as well. These design
features helped to make the Taurus one of the most aerodynamic cars of its time, with an
aerodynamic drag ratio of. The interior of a Taurus LX equipped with the column-mounted
shifter and front bench seat configuration. Along with the exterior of the Taurus, its interior is
credited with introducing many innovations that were later adopted onto all cars industry wide.
To further enhance this "user friendliness", the dashboard was designed to have all of the
controls in the central area, within reach of the driver. The left side of the dash also curved
slightly around the driver, to make controls easily accessible as well as creating a "cockpit"
feel. The interior of the Taurus was highly customizable by the buyer to fit their needs, as it had
a large number of options, as well as being available in three different configurations. The most
basic model, the L see below , came standard with just an AM radio and a front cloth bench
seat, [14] while the LX, the highest model, came with a large amount of standard equipment. The
interior received a few major upgrades during the first generation's production run. In , the
Taurus got new door panels that had built in armrests and side speakers for the stereo. The L
was the base model, with only the most basic of equipment. The MT-5 was the second model,
which was aimed at Japanese imports, [14] as it was only available with a 4-cylinder engine and
a manual transmission. In , the MT-5 wagon was dropped due to poor sales, and the MT-5 was
dropped altogether in Ford's 3. The 2. The Mercury Sable was the mechanical counterpart of the
Taurus sold under Ford's near-luxury Mercury brand. Developed jointly with the first-generation
Taurus, it shared its mechanicals with the Sable, albeit little else. The Sable, like the Taurus,
was available in both sedan and station wagon models. However, it was only offered in two
models; the GS and LS. Although it shared the same basic design of the Taurus, it had a
different drivetrain, [14] a different engine developed by Yamaha , [14] as well as many cosmetic
differences on both the exterior and interior. The SHO was not initially intended to be produced
when the Taurus was first developed [17] ; it was produced after Ford shelved a vehicle in
development that was intended to compete with the Pontiac Fiero and Toyota MR2 , and needed
to use up engines that were developed for this car by Yamaha, which Ford was under contract
to use. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. For a complete
overview of all Taurus models, see Ford Taurus. ISBN Taurus Car Club of America. Retrieved on

Ward's Autoworld. However, it was disassembled and examined in order to be able to emulate
the seat and interior design predominant in many German cars at the time. Jack Telnack
eventually convinced Ford's board of directors to vote on whether or not to use the grill-less
nose, on which they eventually decided to use on the production version. Despite this, many
initial publicity shots of the Taurus showed it with the black front grille. Canadian Driver.
Archived from the original on However, models available with a manual transmission were only
available in one configuration: bucket seats with a center console and floor-mounted shifter.
Jon Mikelonis and Matt Wilder. Wikimedia Commons has media related to: Ford Taurus. Ford
Taurus. HSC 2. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. This article may require cleanup to meet Tractor Wiki's quality standards.
Consider using more specific cleanup instructions. Please help improve this article if you can.
The talk page may contain suggestions. Ford Motor Company. Ford LTD. Ford Taurus second
generation. FF Layout. Ford D platform. Jack Telnack. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria.
Country Squire. Five Hundred. Personal luxury. Escort ZX2. This page uses some content from
Wikipedia. The original article was at Ford Taurus first generation. The list of authors can be
seen in the page history. Please check page history for when the original article was copied to
Wikia. La Taurus ha avuto un modello "gemello" prodotto tramite badge engineering , la
Mercury Sable. Lanciata nel , venne anche prodotta con il marchio Mercury con il nome Sable
â€”; â€” e venne realizzata una versione ad alte prestazioni, la Taurus SHO â€” Per quanto
riguarda la categoria di autovetture a cui appartiene, dal al era collocabile tra le Vetture Mid-Size
, mentre dal tra le full-size. Dal al vennero costruiti 7. In seguito la Ford ripropose il nome del
modello al salone dell'automobile di Chicago del , rinominando la versione aggiornata della Five
Hundred e della Freestyle, rispettivamente " Taurus" e " Taurus X [10] [11]. Nel il modello fu
rivisto e ristilizzato. La prima serie della Taurus venne lanciata nel con grande utilizzo di mezzi
pubblicitari e mediatici. Un'altra causa fu che la Taurus rappresentava uno spartiacque per i
modelli della casa automobilistica statunitense. Invece di una griglia, il frontale della Taurus era
liscio e con una presa d'aria sotto la calandra. Infatti, la Chrysler e la General Motors
svilupparono modelli aerodinamici per tentare di rincorrere il successo della Taurus [3]. La
prima generazione era disponibile sia con motore V6 che con propulsore in linea a quattro
cilindri , e sia con cambio automatico che con trasmissione manuale. Similmente alla linea
esterna, anche gli interni del modello erano all'avanguardia, e molte sue caratteristiche sono
ancora usate nel XXI secolo [3]. Gli interni erano infatti ergonomici e tutti i controlli erano
studiati per essere riconoscibili con il tatto , permettendo al guidatore di azionare i controlli
stessi senza dover togliere lo sguardo dalla strada [3]. Gli interni della Taurus erano altamente
personalizzabili per venire incontro alle esigenze del cliente, ed erano disponibili un grande
numero di optional , oltre a tre differenti tipi di configurazione. Sui modelli con cambio
automatico, gli interni erano disponibili in tre differenti configurazioni di sedili [13].
L'equipaggiamento interno dipendeva dalla versione. La prima generazione fu accolta con
favore dal pubblico e dalla stampa. Nel vennero venduti oltre La vettura fu oggetto di un
aggiornamento nel Rispetto a prima, la lunghezza fu aumentata di qualche decina di millimetri
ed il peso di un centinaio di libbre [16]. Tutti i pannelli della carrozzeria , tranne quelli delle
portiere , vennero rivisti e gli interni vennero completamente ridisegnati. La Taurus ebbe in
dotazione un nuovo cruscotto che, come in precedenza, venne studiato per essere ergonomico.
Come sulla versione precedente, tutti i controlli erano studiati per essere riconoscibili con il
tatto e per essere attivati senza che il guidatore togliesse gli occhi dalla strada. Il nuovo
cruscotto conteneva anche tre bottoni che vennero posizionati a destra del gruppo indicatori,
che permettevano al conducente di controllare la radio senza distrarsi dalla guida. Anche la
radio venne rivista, mentre la parte inferiore del cruscotto ed il volante furono conservati [16]. Il
nuovo cruscotto fu anche riprogettato per contenere l' airbag lato passeggero, che venne
offerto per la prima volta su una berlina di normale produzione [16]. Nel venne introdotta la
seconda serie completamente nuova. Le Taurus e le Sable familiari avevano in comune gli
stessi pannelli, con le portiere che erano le medesime di quelle installate sulle Sable berline. Per
esempio, sull'allestimento LX erano presenti dei cerchi in lega e dei terminali di scarico
sdoppiati, che erano offerti entrambi come optional. Tale tipo di carattere venne usato anche
dalla Fiesta quarta serie sul mercato europeo, la quale possedeva un design curvilineo come la
seconda generazione della Taurus. Come per la serie precedente, l'allestimento interno venne
progettato per essere ergonomico [18]. La radio ed i comandi del climatizzatore erano inseriti in
un ovale che era collocato al centro del cruscotto e che era chiamato "Integrated Control
Panel". Questa parte del cruscotto fu ideata con queste caratteristiche a seguito delle lamentele
dei clienti, che reclamarono il difetto di non potere, sulle serie precedenti, utilizzare questi
comandi senza togliere lo sguardo dalla strada [20]. Un'altra innovazione fu la consolle
"Flip-Fold", che era in dotazione sui modelli con sedili anteriori a divanetto: l'imbottitura del

sedile si trasformava in una console con portabicchieri e portalattine, mentre lo schienale
poteva ripiegarsi trasformandosi in un bracciolo [19]. Sui modelli con sedili separati, era
installata una console centrale tradizionale con leva del cambio sul pavimento [19]. Le reazioni
a questa nuova serie di Taurus furono contrastanti. In totale la vettura vinse tre Winston Cup e
due Busch Series. La console centrale estraibile rimase come nella versione precedente, anche
se con qualche modifica: durante l'estrazione rimaneva appoggiata al pavimento invece che al
cruscotto, e possedeva dei nuovi portabicchieri e dei vani portaoggetti. Un'altra differenza stava
nel fatto che il restyling offriva portabicchieri posteriori, sia scorrevoli che ripiegabili, a seconda
della console con cui l'auto veniva equipaggiata [25]. Le vendite della Taurus calarono
vistosamente durante gli ultimi anni di commercializzazione della seconda serie, perdendo
consistenti quote di mercato a favore delle berline giapponesi. Il ristorante di Cathy era situato
di fronte allo stabilimento Ford di Atlanta. La fine della produzione non fu commemorata da
nessuna cerimonia [29]. La fine della produzione della Taurus fu controversa. Gli addetti ai
lavori pensarono che la Ford avesse abbandonato lo sviluppo di un'auto che aveva fatto molto
per rivitalizzare la Ford e l'industria statunitense. Il 26 ottobre un editoriale di USA Today fece
notare che le case automobilistiche giapponesi, concorrenti dirette della Ford per la
commercializzazione di vetture tipo la Taurus, sviluppavano meglio le proprie vetture, come la
Toyota Corolla , che era in produzione dagli anni sessanta [34] , mentre le case costruttrici di
Detroit tendevano a puntare sempre su nuovi modelli [35]. Alan Mulally , il nuovo
amministratore delegato della Ford nominato nel , decise di far rivivere il nome Taurus. Questa
fu una scelta fortemente voluta da Mulally [26]. La gemella della Taurus berlina, la Mercury
Sable , fu resuscitata partendo dalla base della Mercury Montego [10] [40] [41]. Il restyling venne
rivelato al pubblico al salone dell'automobile di Detroit nel [43] , mentre l'anteprima per la
stampa venne organizzata ad Asheville , Carolina del Nord , dal 15 al 19 giugno Alcune di queste
caratteristiche che contribuirono al successo nelle prove furono le quattro ruote motrici , il
segnalatore di incroci, l'allarme di collisione, la gestione degli angoli ciechi ed il cruise control
adattativo. All'epoca del lancio, il prezzo della versione base SE era di L'allestimento
intermedio, il SEL, era venduto a La Taurus SHO, messa nuovamente sul mercato nell'agosto
del , fu la versione ad alte prestazioni [47]. Il motore EcoBoost raggiunse gli stessi consumi di
carburante del propulsore V6 base. Nel venne svelato al salone dell'automobile di New York il
secondo restyling. Questa versione era dotata di propulsore V8 4. Oltre ai vari equipaggiamenti
di norma delle autopattuglie integra anche un sistema antincendio e una blindatura
supplementare sulle portiere anteriori. La Mercury Sable era la versione ottenuta tramite badge
engineering della Ford Taurus. Le due vetture si differenziavano da alcuni particolari estetici.
Altri progetti. Da Wikipedia, l'enciclopedia libera. Disambiguazione â€” Se stai cercando il
modello di autovettura, con nome simile, prodotto dal al , vedi Ford Taunus. URL consultato il 2
marzo URL consultato il 12 marzo URL consultato il 12 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 15
ottobre URL consultato il 12 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 4 maggio URL consultato il 12
marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 15 giugno URL consultato il 13 marzo archiviato dall' url
originale il 31 ottobre URL consultato il 14 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 6 marzo URL
consultato il 14 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 4 maggio Schneiderman, Ford Taurus, R.
URL consultato il 14 marzo Queste opzioni erano anche disponibili sulla Mercury Sable , e dal
sulla Lincoln Continental. Comunque, i modelli con cambio manuale erano disponibili solo in
una configurazione: sedili singoli con consolle centrale e leva del cambio montata sul
pavimento. URL consultato il 16 marzo Norton, , ISBN URL consultato il 18 marzo URL
consultato il 18 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 25 marzo URL consultato il 18 marzo
archiviato dall' url originale il 6 febbraio URL consultato il 21 marzo URL consultato il 19 marzo
Ford producing last Taurus next week , su autoblog. URL consultato il 20 marzo URL consultato
il 21 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 17 febbraio URL consultato il 21 marzo archiviato dall'
url originale il 12 luglio URL consultato il 21 marzo archiviato dall' url originale il 30 aprile URL
consultato il 21 marzo archiviato dall' url originale l'11 gennaio URL consultato il 9 dicembre
Altri progetti Wikimedia Commons. Portale Automobili : accedi alle voci di Wikipedia che
trattano di automobili. Categoria : Automobili Ford. Menu di navigazione Strumenti personali
Accesso non effettuato discussioni contributi registrati entra. Namespace Voce Discussione.
Visite Leggi Modifica Modifica wikitesto Cronologia. Wikimedia Commons. Prima â€” [1]
Seconda â€” [1] Terza â€” [2]. Una Ford Taurus GL berlina del Berlina quattro porte Familiare
cinque porte. Berlina quattro porte. Sospensioni MacPherson. Originally introduced in the
model year, it has remained in near-continuous production for more than two decades, making
it the fourth oldest nameplate that is currently sold in the North American Ford lineup. It was a
front-wheel drive mid-size car during its first production run, and it is now a full-size car
available in front- or all-wheel drive. It is built on the D3 platform since The original Taurus was
a milestone design for Ford and the entire American automotive industry, as well as a very

influential vehicle that brought many new features and innovations to the marketplace. Between
and , the Taurus was the best-selling car in the United States , [7] eventually losing the title to
the Toyota Camry in The Tauruses were built on the D which was a modified DN platform. In the
late s and early s, sales of the Taurus declined as it lost market share to Japanese midsize
sedans and as Ford shifted resources towards developing SUVs. It was discontinued in , with
production initially ending on October 27, , and being the last model year. However, Ford
revived the Taurus name during the Chicago Auto Show a few months later by renaming two
new models that had been intended to be updated versions of the Five Hundred and the
Freestyle, the " Taurus" and " Taurus X", respectively. The first-generation Taurus was
launched in as a model to strong fanfare and sales, replacing the slow-selling mid-size Ford
Granada -based Ford LTD. The release of the Ford Taurus was the one of the most anticipated
ever, mostly because it was a first in-car design and also the start of new quality standard for
Ford. At the time of the Taurus's debut, Ford had been producing mainly rear-wheel drive cars
and Chrysler and General Motors were offering more front-wheel drive vehicles up to midrange
including the Chrysler K platform and A-body Chevrolet Celebrity. With the introduction of the
Escort and Tempo , Ford was making a transition to front-wheel drive. The Taurus displayed a
rounder shape than its contemporaries, often likened to a ' jelly bean ' or 'flying potato', [12]
inspired by the design of the Audi and Ford's own Tempo. The aerodynamic design of the
Taurus made the car more fuel efficient, allowing Ford to meet more stringent corporate average
fuel economy CAFE standard applied by the United States government. The first generation was
available with either a V6 or an inline four-cylinder engine and came with either a manual or
automatic transmission. The Taurus's twin, the Mercury Sable , has never offered a manual
transmission in either of its incarnations. Like its exterior, the Taurus's interior was ahead of its
time, and many features originating from it are still used in most cars today. The left side of the
dash curved slightly around the driver to make controls easily accessible, as well as creating a
"cockpit" feel. However, it wasn't curved enough to prevent the passenger from easily
identifying and using the vehicle's main controls as well. The interior of the Taurus was highly
customizable to fit buyers' needs, with a large number of options and three different
configurations. This meant that the interior of the Taurus could be spartan or luxurious,
depending on the buyer's choice of options. On models with an automatic transmission, the
Taurus' interior was available in three different seating configurations. The most basic model,
the L see below , came standard, with just an AM radio and a front cloth bench seat, while the
LX, the more luxurious model, came with a greater number of features as standard equipment.
The Taurus was very well received by both the public and the press. It won many awards, most
notably Motor Trend's car of the year for , [14] as well as being named on Car and Driver 's ten
best list for Over , Tauruses were sold during the model year, [2] and in , the millionth Taurus
was sold. The Taurus received its first cosmetic update in The second generation dropped the
manual transmission and the four-cylinder engine, resulting in all second generation vehicles
with the exception of the Taurus SHO with automatic transmissions and V6 engines. Length was
increased by a few inches, and weight was up a couple of hundred pounds over the previous
generation. However, many of the redesigned components closely resembled that of the
previous generation, leading many to falsely believe that this generation was just a minor
face-lift. The interior was also completely redesigned for The Taurus received a new dashboard
that, like the previous generation, was designed to be user friendly. All of the vehicle's main
controls were located near the left side of the dash to be within easy reach of the driver. As in
the previous generation, all of the controls were designed to be recognizable by touch and to be
operated by drivers without taking their eyes off the road. The new dash also contained three
buttons to the right of the gauge cluster that allowed drivers to operate the radio without taking
their eyes off the road. The radio was also redesigned, while the rest of the lower dash was
carried over from the previous generation, as was the steering wheel. This generation sold just
as well as the first, and became the bestselling car in the United States , a title it would retain for
as long as this generation was sold. The Taurus became the first sedan to be approved for
competition. The model year saw the first complete redesign of the Taurus. It used a
controversial new shape that chief designer Jack Telnack claimed was penned to make the
Taurus stand out to sedan buyers, and compared the current Taurus to the likeness of a pair of
slippers. Station wagons also got new sheet metal, although from the firewall back, the Taurus
and Mercury Sable wagons again shared the same panels, with all station wagon doors being
the same as those used on the Sable sedans. As the new-generation Taurus was aimed at a
more mature, affluent customer base, [18] its exterior contained many upscale styling touches.
For example, the LX offered optional chrome alloy wheels and optional chrome dual exhaust
tips. This newer model also displayed a "Taurus" badge on the back written in script, as
opposed to the block letters used in previous generations. The interior was also completely

redesigned for the model year. Like that of the previous two generations, the interior was
designed to be user-friendly. The controls for the radio and climate control were combined into
an oval shaped "Integrated Control Panel" mounted in the center of the dash, which was created
in response to many complaints from Taurus owners that they couldn't easily operate the main
controls of the radios and climate control systems without taking their eyes off the road.
Reaction to this new generation of Taurus was mixed. The Taurus received another redesign for
, which replaced many of the oval-derived design elements of the previous model with squarer
ones. To reduce the car's price and keep it competitive, Ford reduced costs on the car in , such
as giving the Taurus sedan rear drum brakes on ABS equipped vehicles previously, upgrading
to ABS included the addition of rear disc brakes , eliminating the dual exhaust on the higher end
models, and trimming many other small features. Ford designed the fourth generation with
much more conservative styling in hopes of increasing the car's appeal. Instead of sloping
back, the car's trunk stood upright in a more traditional shape, increasing trunk space by
another two cubic feet. The interior was also completely redesigned with a more conventional
shape, although some features from the previous Taurus generations were carried over. The
dashboard was given a squarer design instead of curving around the driver as in the previous
generation. The "integrated control panel" concept was carried over but redesigned, with a
bigger, squarer shape, and it was placed in the center of the dash instead of being angled
toward the driver. The flip-fold center console was also carried over from the previous
generation, although it was revamped as well. When folded out, it now rested against the floor
instead of the dashboard, and had reworked cup holders and storage areas. Taurus sales had
slumped significantly in the years prior to its short-lived demise in , losing significant market
share to Japanese sedans. Production of the Taurus wagon was discontinued on December 8, ;
[25] sedan retail sales halted after a short model year, and the Taurus became sold exclusively
to fleets in the United States , while still being sold to retail customers in Canada. Production
ended on October 27, , as Ford idled the Atlanta plant, as part of its The Way Forward
restructuring plan. The last mid-size Ford Taurus rolled off the assembly line around am, [27]
destined for delivery to S. Truett Cathy , owner of Chick-fil-A. Cathy's original restaurant was
located across from the Ford Atlanta plant. No ceremony marked the end of production.
Discontinuation of the Taurus was controversial. While many believed that the Taurus had been
discontinued because it could no longer compete in the growing sedan market, [30] others
claimed Ford could have easily have saved the nameplate had it wished to. Workers thought
Ford had abandoned a car that had done so much to revitalize Ford and the US industry. An
October 25, , USA Today editorial, "How Ford starved its Taurus", noted that the Japanese stuck
with their winners and make them better such as the Toyota Corolla , which has been in
continuous production since the s , [34] while Detroit automakers retire cars and even entire
division nameplates in search of "the next big thing". But Alan Mulally , Ford's new CEO named
in late , wanted to revive the Taurus, saying in an interview with the Associated Press that he
was baffled by the Taurus's discontinuation and believed it a mistake, adding that the Five
Hundred should have been named "Taurus" from the beginning. The fifth generation was
developed from the Ford Five Hundred , which was scheduled for a significant styling facelift
and power upgrade for the model year. Ford decided to designate that model as the Taurus to
take advantage of its customer recognition and dealer demand. It was determined that Ford's
strategy to redesignate new cars in the lineup with new names beginning with the letter F , as in
Ford Focus , Ford Fusion , and Ford Freestyle , was not a good marketing move, as some of the
renamed cars had highly recognizable iconic names. Car buyers in the U. The Ford scored well
in test drives and the media was pleased with some of the new features available in the Ford
Taurus. However, others criticized the lack of interior room and reduced sight lines despite its
full-sized exterior, [46] and Edmunds noted that the eighth-generation Honda Accord which
competes in the midsize category had superior driving dynamics and a more efficient design
and offered almost as much interior space as the Taurus despite considerably smaller external
dimensions. The EcoBoost V6 achieves the same fuel economy as the base 3. There is also an
optional performance package on the new SHO, which includes upgraded brake pads, a 3. First
revealed at the New York Auto Show , the Taurus will receive a refresh for the model year. The
body sports a new front fascia and slightly updated rear fascia as well as all-new wheel options.
Power in the 3. There will be a new engine option for non-SHO models, a 2. All models receive
upgrades to the steering and braking systems to improve driveablity. My Ford Touch will also
be part of Taurus's Sync system. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Not to be confused with Ford Taunus. How can it go away? It's the best selling car
in America. Alan Mulally, [26]. ISBN Taurus Car Club of America. Retrieved on Ford Trucks.
Archived from the original on These options were also extended to the Sable and, beginning in ,
the Lincoln Continental as well. However, models available with a manual transmission were

only available in one configuration: bucket seats with a center console and floor mounted
shifter. Taurus Car Club of America Publications International. Consumer Guide. MSNBC Ford
producing last Taurus next week ". The Truth About Cars. Jalopnik Sales Record ". Sales Climb
8. Ford Motor Company. Ford Motor Company January 5, Wikimedia Commons has media
related to: Ford Taurus. HSC 2. Ford Motor Company vehicles. Car manufacturers. List of Car
Manufacturers In-depth list of current and former manufacturers. Categories :. Cancel Save.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Ford Fusion for mid-size.
Mid-size â€” Full-size â€”present. Wikinews has related news: Ford Taurus to be revived. LTD
Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Five Hundred. Personal luxury. Escort ZX2.
Current and future models. Historical models. This list is under development please expand
with additional articles. This page uses some content from Wikipedia. The original article was at
Ford Taurus. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. Please check page history for
when the original article was copied to Wikia. Introduced in late for the model year, six
generations were produced over 34 years; a brief hiatus was undertaken between and From the
to model years, the Taurus was sold alongside its near-twin, the Mercury Sable; four
generations of the high-performance Ford Taurus SHO were produced â€”; â€” The Taurus also
served as the basis for the first-ever front-wheel drive Lincoln Continental â€” The original
Taurus was a milestone for Ford and the entire American automotive industry, being the first
automobile at Ford designed and manufactured using the statistical process control ideas
brought to Ford by W. Edwards Deming, a prominent statistician consulted by Ford to bring a
"culture of quality" to the enterprise. The Taurus had an influential design that brought many
new features and innovations to the marketplace. In the late s and early s, sales of the Taurus
declined as it lost market share to Japanese midsize sedans and as Ford shifted resources
towards developing SUVs. The Taurus was withdrawn after the model year, with production
ending on October 27, For the model year, Ford introduced the sixth-generation Taurus,
marking a more substantial model update, alongside the revival of the Taurus SHO; in , the Ford
Police Interceptor Sedan was introduced as a successor for its long-running Crown Victoria
counterpart. From to , the Taurus was a mid-size car, offering front-wheel drive. Initially built on
the DN5 platform renamed the DN platform in and the D platform in , the Taurus became a
full-size car in , adopting the Volvo-derived D3 platform, offering front or all-wheel drive. The
Taurus was produced as a four-door sedan through its entire production, with a five-door
hatchback station wagon offered from to All six generations of the Taurus were assembled by
Chicago Assembly. Main Article: Ford Taurus first generation. The first-generation Taurus was
launched in as a model to strong fanfare and sales, replacing the slow-selling mid-size Ford
LTD. The release of the Ford Taurus was one of the most anticipated ever, mostly because it
was a first in car design and also the start of new quality standards for Ford. The first
generation was available with either a V6 or an inline four-cylinder engine and came with either.
Like its exterior, the Taurus's interior was ahead of its time, and many features originating from
it are still used in most cars today. The left side of the dash curves slightly around the driver to
make controls easily accessible, as well as creating a "cockpit" feel. The interior of the Taurus
was customizable to fit buyers' needs, with a large number of options and three different
configurations. This means that the interior of the Taurus can be spartan or luxurious,
depending on the buyer's choice of options. On models with an automatic transmission, the
Taurus's interior was available in three different seating configurations. The most basic model,
the L see below , came standard, with just an AM radio and a front cloth bench seat, while the
LX, the more luxurious model, came with a greater number of features as standard equipment.
The Taurus was well received by both the public and the press. Still based on the same
chassis,. In spite of the extensive changes, few modifications were made to the successful
styling; in the marketplace, the redesign was largely released as a mid-cycle facelift. The Taurus
SHO made its return, with an automatic transmission option joining the manual transmission.
The interior was also completely redesigned for As part of the redesign, the Ford Taurus gained
a passenger-side airbag as an option, which became standard in on models, becoming the first
mid-size sedan sold in the United States with standard dual airbags. For the model year, Ford
debuted the third generation of the Ford Taurus. Although not completely new, the. In a break
from the familiar styling of the previous two generations that chief designer Jack Telnack had
likened to a "pair of slippers" ,[25] Ford had sought to again make the Taurus stand out for
buyers of mid-size sedans, giving the vehicle a much more extensive restyling than its
predecessor. Moving away from straight lines, the Taurus sought to include rounded lines,
moving past the cab-forward design of the Chrysler LH sedans. Alongside the Ford Blue Oval
emblem itself, the Taurus repeated the shape several places in its exterior;[11][26] in a
controversial design element, the rear window of the Taurus was oval, as were the side
windows of the Mercury Sable. The interior saw a complete redesign. To simplify production, all

versions of the Taurus were fitted with bucket seats; six-passenger versions were fitted with a
flip-forward center seat cushion also meant for use as a center console; five-passenger
versions were fitted with a floor shifter and center console. Reaction to the third-generation
Ford Taurus was mixed; Ford found that customers disliked the oval-shaped exterior. For , the
Ford Taurus stayed the best-selling car in the United States. At the time, percent of all Taurus
sales for went to rental fleets, in contrast to the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry, of which
most sales were to private customers through retail outlets. During its fourth generation, the
Taurus saw a significant sales slump compared to its predecessors. Cathy's original restaurant
was located across from the Ford Atlanta plant. There was no official event or function of any
kind to mark the end of production. The discontinuation of the Taurus sparked debate given its
once-strong position in the market and Ford's well-publicized financial problems at the time.
Analysts, customers and some interviewed Ford employees criticized the company for failing to
invest in the car and keep it competitive, instead focusing all of its resources on developing and
marketing trucks and SUVs. It's t
dodge aveger
2010 dodge journey
2001 pontiac grand am repair manual
he best selling car in America! They wanted us to keep improving it. Main article: Ford Taurus
Sixth Generation. The Ford scored well in test drives and the media was pleased with some of
the new features available in the Ford Taurus. There was also an available performance package
which included upgraded brake pads, a 3. Options from the Driver Assist option group,
however, are unavailable simultaneously with the Performance Package. However, enthusiasts
of the SHO have found the vehicle to be extremely compliant to power enhancing modifications;
in many cases, with nothing more than a tune. The highest power 4th generation SHO 6th gen
Taurus currently stands at over horsepower at the wheels. A stock SHO typically produces
around wheel horsepower. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a
Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. This page uses Creative Commons Licensed content from Wikipedia view
authors.

